**SOCIALISM AND FRIENDSHIP**

**Socialism**

Socialism is the resources of the world being owned in common by the entire global population and also socialism refers to any system in which the production and distribution of goods and services is a shared responsibility of a group of people. Socialism is based upon economic and political theories that advocate for collectivism. In a state of socialism, there is no privately owned property. Examples of socialism are; Understanding Socialism, People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria, republic of India, United Republic of Tanzania, republic of Angola, Portuguese Republic, People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, Cooperative Republic of Guyana, Republic of Mozambique.

**Friendship**

Friendship is a type of relationship between two people who care about each other.

For me I found out that my problem is to associate with other people with in the short period of time because of some several factors and these factors can also make one of my students to feel well when with other and the factors are; 

I don’t wish to be close to the people I do not know because of the feel that is alienated but are truly content navigating life by myself.

I always gave up on the prospect of trying for friends because I was used in convincing me that the potential humiliation, or stress, of trying to maintain a human connection with another person is so mentally exhausting it’s not worth it. (Can’t blamed some… people do, in general “suck”)

I had no self-esteem which made me feel unworthy or unaccepted and with Tragic feeling. Temperament shyness and uncomfortable around people also made me to make people around you feel uncomfortable too.

Sometimes I felt insecurity like i can't measure up to the people I want as friends because am not able to trust other people hence it became a barrier that create distance between me and my friends.

I was always preference introverted when push comes to shove because I always preferred to be alone rather than spending time with friends.